From Tropical Beaches To Never Ending Snow: In Samoter 2017 The Earth Moving Machinery Suitable For All Conditions
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VF Venieri focuses on the extreme customization of the products: wheel loaders and back loaders have already conquered the Saint Tropez beaches, the mountains of Cortina and they work during emergencies with the Italian Army and Civil Protection.

VERONA, February 20, 2017 – From the beaches of Cuba and Saint Tropez to the mountains of Dolomites to the plains of Australia: anywhere in the world where construction equipment is needed: fully customizable, comfortable and without limits, reliable even in extreme conditions. They are VF Venieri machineries made by an Italian company, one of the leader among the market.

VF Venieri, with a long-specialized experience, since 1948, will be in Samoter 2017, the most important trade fair, held from February 22nd to the 25th (Fiera Verona), with many innovations starting from different customized machineries known and appreciated by the market, to panoramic windscreen that provide a 360° degrees, comfortable cabins like those of a sedan, with leather seats and the customer’s name incised with laser technique, better performing engines (30% less emissions) are some of the solutions visible at the fair.

Venieri’s stand (Hall 4, stand D6-D7) for the 2017 edition will show a wide range of wheel loaders and back loaders that, thanks to the versatility of the company in achieving its machines from customers’ requests, often operate in the most arduous scenarios. From the maintenance of high mountain streets to the cleaning of airport runways, from the earth moving to the agriculture usage, VF Venieri attention allows to realize tireless machinery and easy to use, with silent cabins (to allow the use of the speakerphone, as in the cars), wider planks, handy equipment, so that the operator can focus on the work and not on the machinery used.
The VF Venieri machineries, besides many private companies worldwide, are also used by municipal companies, airport operators, the National Civil Protection of Italy and by the Italian Army, thanks to their reliabilities during emergencies.

"Research, innovation, integration and attention for the environment: these are the guidelines of our work – says Filippo Muccinelli Venieri, General Manager of Venieri SpA – we are able to bond to our long experience in earth moving equipment to the flexibility needed to meet the market requests. Our customers can work in the most extreme places like in the toughest situations, with no limits, relying on our machines, performing and unique, because they are 100% adaptable to the needs of those that are using them".